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Abstract—This paper is a proposal for the construction of a 

pseudo-net built with precisely defined tokens describing  the 
content and structure of the original WWW.  This construction is 
derived by morphosyntactical analysis and should be structured 
with a post-processing mechanism. It is provided also an in-depth 
analysis of requirements and hypothesis to be stated  to 
accomplish with this goal. 

An in-depth analysis of requirements and hypothesis to be 
stated  to accomplish  this goal is also provided.  Such derived 
structure could act as an alternate network theme organization 
with a compacted version of the original web material. This paper 
does not describe nor study the post-processing approaches. 
Instead, it is posted here as a future work. A statistical analysis is 
presented here with the evaluation of the understanding degree of 
a hand-made structure built with some tokens derived under the 
hypothesis presented here.  A comparison with the keyword 
approach is also provided. 
 

Index Term — Web browsing,  Web-Mining, 
morphosyntactical analysis.  

I INTRODUCTION 

The special features of the WWW sometimes make it hard, 
if not almost impossible, to retrieve the exact information 
searched. Sometimes the results of a search activity include  
many syntactical matches and even semantic matches that are 
not related with the actual user searching. There are several 
well-known solutions for the retrieval activity when searching 
for specific information. Such solutions normally try to put in 
context a specific keyword (or a minimum set of them) in 
different ways: with sophisticated indexing methods, smart 
visualization alternatives, etc. In this paper provides another 
point of view: instead of studying the best way to locate and 
extract specific information, the way to filter and structure 
some representative portion of the content adding the 
associated site and web location is studied. 

 This paper presents a proposal (let us name it EC for 
Estructura Complementaria in Spanish, complementary 
structure in English), a morphosyntactical structure derived 
from the web that should provide support to certain searches. 
In this paper it will be shown that it is possible to construct an 
organized support structure to provide a suitable view of the 
same data without loosing meaning. This new organization of 
the data has components with good representation of the 
underneath information in the top level. Paradoxically, it will 
be shown here that this morphosyntactical approach can 
provide help in the construction of an alternate organization 
with good semantical representation. A set of components, 
parameters and minimal behavior (i.e. functionality) required 
to make an implementation of this proposal is presented. The 
management mechanism of this new construction will not be 
studied. The detailed structuring algorithm and 
browsing/querying are not described here.  
   

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
section II  presents some background, related work, the 
constraints to be met by this proposal and its justification; 
section III describes the proposal; section IV describes a 
preliminary test, section V makes a critical analysis of the 
conceptual strengths and weaknesses  of the structure and 
hypothesis and conclusions; and finally section VI states the 
main work to be done. 

II THE PROPOSAL CONSTRAINTS 

As stated earlier, EC is a proposal that depicts some 
representative portion of the web information and reorganizes 
it in any other way. It is hard to define the meaning of the word 
representative as it was used in the previous section, but it is 
the first step to provide a better understanding of any of the 
requirements stated here. 

According to [2] one meaning for the word representative 
is serving to represent. Therefore, the requirements to be met in 
order to accomplish the previous definitions are: 
I-provide an alternate way to present the same information. 
II-provide a compact way to represent more complex and 
extensive information.  
III-provide an alternate structure with the same information. 
IV-be the basis for different visualizations of the same 
information.  

In order to work with these requirements and some other 
derived from the special characteristics of the WWW1, this 
proposal has been founded on the following hypothesis: 
 
- The language reflects mental structures that depict a 
relationship between concepts in a precisely enough way. 
- Most part of a language is composed of words or sets of 
words that represent any kind of objects. 
- The contained information in any actual expression of the 
language can be represented with a number of EC components 
with a precisely defined alternative structure [14] (this 
hypothesis satisfy the requirements (II) and (III)). 
- There are a finite number of objects in the real world to be 
represented. 
- The searching and mining is user /language dependent (this 
hypothesis is related to requirement (IV)). 
- Each document in the WWW is a kind of conceptual unit.  
- There are unlimited resources to process (time and memory). 
 
Furthermore, the following requirements have been stated: 
- The EC components must be related to WWW.  
- EC must represent implicit information (related with 
requirement (I)) 
- A self-adaptive structure. 
 

                                                 
1 any of these special characteristics: heterogeneous, very large, dynamical, 
etc. 



In the following subsections a more detailed justification for 
each one of these hypotheses is provided. 
 
A The language reflects mental templates that depict a 

relationship between concepts in a precisely enough way 
In this proposal the regularity is learned as a structure, 

which is afterwards clustered automatically without taking into 
account Chomsky’s analysis for generality, precision and 
completeness. In the actual proposal the derived structures may 
lack of many, if not all these problems, but this is precisely the 
way the author handles the divergence between sentence 
grammaticality and its acceptability. 

Noam Chomsky [12] defines the grammar as a product of 
a machine functioning in an intermediate point of precision 
between a Markow machine (strongest condition) and a Turing 
machine (weakest condition). Chomsky labels this as 
transformational grammar because it is founded in a set of 
components: set of morphophonemic rules (for phonological 
components), the phrase-structure and transformational rules 
(for syntactical components). Each of these components 
consisted of a set of rules operating upon a certain input to 
yield a certain output. In his proposal he was centered in 
syntactical problems and left out the semantic analysis. (O 
presente o pasado)    

Despite the fact that the natural language does not match 
exactly with the grammar, it has a deep correspondence with it. 
This hypothesis regards this correspondence to take its 
regularity as the basis to extract some structures represented by 
the actual expressions of the natural language.   

 
B Most part of a language is made of words or sets of words 

that represent  any kind of objects 
This hypothesis takes the assumption that there is a limited 

set of objects to be modeled from the real world that handled 
indirectly within the data. 

Chomsky [13] also explains that the language can make 
infinite use of finite elements (for this infinite use he takes off 
the traditional concept that the natural order of the thinking is 
the same as the order in a sentence). These elements are 
concrete or abstract objects that constitute an internal 
representation learned from the outer reality. 

 
C An alternate structure of the same information can be 

generated 
This paper takes Chomsky’s [12] concept of a subjacent 

regularity within any grammatical construction and makes a 
morphosyntactical analysis approach (morphological and 
syntactical because this proposal is based in words, symbols 
and the syntaxes related to them) to generate this alternate 
structure. 

The need of alternate structuring and visualizing data can 
be thought as a consequence of the DB nature of the WWW 
[21] and makes it possible to help in the searching process [22].  

Several proposals [17] have been made to present alternate 
structures for the web content some of them by metadata 
manipulation. Some alternatives for such a manipulation are 
hierarchically structuring of metadata clusters (SenseMaker 
[15]) for later querying; visually organization of metadata for 
browsing  (Flamenco [16]), Semantic Web construction [18] 
followed by a  Deep Web concept [19], etc. 

Lawrence & Giles [1] make a good description of how 
hard and risky is the task of retrieving information from the 
Web and the organization and presentation of the web 
information to a user. This is also true for the semantics 
approaches. Alan D. [10], Gärdenfors [11], Lesher [20] among 
others, remark and study some inherent difficulties with the 
concept of ambiguity, inconsistency and incompleteness that 
come up with sentences semantically manipulated. Several 
proposals have been made to manage semantics and its related 
problems from the Web. 

   
D There are a finite number of objects in the real world to be 

represented. 
This study takes part of this concept: each speaker 

manages a limited quantum of the objects from reality. This 
domain of objects is something represented through a limited 
and numerable set of precisely defined internal elements. 

Carlos Peregrín Otero explains [35] that the sentences of a 
native speaker are related to his intelligence and history. The 
individual life is too small to be capable to learn each possible 
sentence exhaustively. Instead, a genetic program enables the 
learning of the subjacent regularity. These regularities are 
applied to a set of limited objects of the surrounding reality 
thanks to natural brain creativity. This creativity is based on 
certain apprehended rules: there isn’t creativity without 
regularity.  

Chomsky also defines a language as a set of statements 
each one with a finite length and built from a finite set of 
elements. This, of course, is applied to both artificial and 
natural languages.  

        
E The searching and mining is user/language dependent 

This proposal does not intend to define a visualization 
mechanism but it has to set the basis to minimize undesired 
restrictions to its construction. 

There are many languages (Spanish, English, French, 
Japanese, etc.) to be processed by EC, but they must be 
translated to a common internal language. Browsing the Web 
could also be hard and basically depends upon the user. This is 
especially true if the client is not familiar to web activities. 
Furthermore, the heterogeneity, extent and complexity of the 
information saved is not helpful.   

Many papers have detected and proposed alternatives to 
solve these problems. Just to mention a few: map visualization 
and browsing [7], an encapsulating layer that presents a 
personalized model of the data [23], a visual interface 
dynamically built with the navigation information [24], to filter 
customer preferences activating a software agent that learns 
from user navigation [25], adaptive design based on user 
profile filtering within a framework [26], to apply Markow 
chains on user navigation mining data for navigation prediction 
[27], to show brief information in an affordable visualization 
the extracted patterns by clustering over the remaining users’ 
web mining [28], to visualize different SOM elaborations from 
data [29], [30], etc. 
 
F Each document in the WWW is a kind of conceptual unit.  

This hypothesis has been stated in order to reduce the 
complexity of the information structure in the Web, making it 
easier to model the information. It can be thought as a discard 



of the analysis for the relationship among sites, delimiting it to 
each site at a time. 
 
G There are unlimited resources to process 

To keep the focus on the main logical analysis, there will 
not be any hardware restriction considerations. They will be 
studied deeply in future works.  
 
H An alternate way to read the same information 

This proposal is supposed to support a mix of browsing 
and querying approaches to avoid the typical problems 
mentioned: it will browse over a set of possible short answers 
and to query the result of a statistically high probabilistic 
browsing activity.   

From the traditional focus there are two main approaches: 
browse within a hierarchical structure or querying for specific 
information. When browsing is performed to search 
information over a structure, there is typically a set of 
representing keywords or visual tokens in the sense of (1) and 
(2) as in the Scent Trails [3], WebEyeMapper[4], GH_SOM[5], 
Narcissus [6], BibRelEx[8], etc. 

But browsing a structure brings up the problem of how to 
make such structure and when to refresh the contained 
information. Some papers have studied the resulting impact on 
the repeatability and success of the navigation process by a 
user [7], [9]. Some other research have studied the relevance of 
the query formulation and interpretation ([1], [10], [11], etc.) in 
the precision and recall metrics. 
 
I The EC components must be related to WWW.  

As this proposal intends to be an alternate and compact 
formulation of the data saved in the WWW, there must be links 
that allow reaching the original data from the actual data in EC.   
 
J EC must represent implicit information  

According to requirement (I), the EC components must be 
extracted from the WWW and metadata, in such a way that 
makes them a real representation of the implicit information. 
 
K A self-adaptive structure 

The social evolution of the mankind   can be easily shown 
[12], and therefore the consequent language evolution (as it is 
said to be dependent from the social and biological evolution). 

Although many proposals have studied the adaptation to 
the web content ([6], [29], etc.) as it is a dynamical storage, 
they do not explicitly consider the language evolution.  

III THE STRUCTURE 

The Fig.  1 shows the general disposition of the EC 
proposal as a whole and its relation with the WWW and the 
users. 

The EC uses the data and metadata that are extracted from 
the actual WWW to feed the internal structure layer wich 
generate a virtual structure layer. The visual structure layer can 
be used to get information or browse it. 

The three-layered structure of EC is a consequence of the 
three main activities to be performed: 
-Internal Structure: gets data from the WWW and process it to 
derive certain Homogenized Basic Elements streams (HBE). It 
also solves the gathering, formatting and updating of the   raw 

 
Fig.  1. Three layered structure of the EC.  Data and metadata are 

extracted from the WWW. 

 
data and metadata from the Web These steams constitute some 
kind of translation from the actual language to an internal 
language. The internal language should be defined to overcome 
specific language problems.  This layer should provide a 
uniform language vocabulary. It can be thought as an interface 
between the actual WWW and the Virtual Structure. 
-Virtual Structure: it analyzes the HBE, detects known 
regularities or learns new prominent regularities in the stream 
and organizes these regularities in compact structures (let us 
name it Eci for the name in Spanish Estructura de Composición 
Externa, External Composition Structure in English, a structure 
that reflects the closeness of the relationship between words 
within a phrase). These compact structures are also processed 
to set a hierarchical structure that point out   its corresponding 
Eci and   the original WWW location. This layer should provide 
a virtual view of the modeled data to the visual structure. This 
is performed  by a set of organized elements labeled here as Ece 
(for the name in Spanish Estructura de Composición Externa, 
External Composition Structure in English, a supra-structure 
composed by a set of Eci structures all of them related to the 
same text. Such structure is intended to establish the way two o 
more Ecis are related and reflect the main words they are built-
up). It is the main part of this proposal. 
-Visual Structure: to browse or query the virtual structure 
content as the user information requires it. It should provide 
alternate models for textual and/or graphical interaction with 
the user. It should be designed to handle elements like icons, 
flashing texts, hypertexts, links, etc., to make easier the 
Information browsing and searching activity. It can be 
considered as an interface between the Virtual Structure and 
any user. 
 

This paper is intended to set the main Virtual Structure 
characteristics, as the other two layers can be thought as 
interfaces to and from this structure. Thus, it is important to 
define the Virtual Structure precisely.  
 

A Internal Structure  
Basically it processes any data from the WWW taking its 

specific language as a set or words, numbers and symbols. The 
specific activity will depend on the language and any language 
specific activity learned. For instance, one o more words may 
constitute a HBE, one o more symbols could also be a HBE, 
etc. (see Fig.  3) The specific behavior should be based on a set 
of learned rules to let the contents evolve with language.  
Despite the fact that this   is not the central point of this work; a 



statistical analysis for a reduced set of words will be introduced 
in a next section as a background to present an example. 
 

B Virtual Structure Description  
As stated before, this layer takes a number of HBE streams 

as input. Then it makes a special processing to generate a set of 
structures labeled here as Eci.  

Some components and their relation are shown in Fig.  2. 
MC: (for the name in Spanish Motor de Composition, 
Composition Engine in English, is the Eci -factory) receives 
from an  Internal Structure a set of HBE streams and makes a 
set of Eci. This set of Eci can be thought as a sub layer within the 
Virtual Structure layer. 

MA (Assimilation Engine) takes a set of Eci from MC and 
makes a set of Ece structures. Again, this set of Ece can be 
thought as another sub layer within the Virtual Structure. 

Each Eci has derived from an individual statement. Each Ece 
is composed by one or more Eci. The way Eci are generated 
depends on the content of the actual HBE stream. The Eci can 
have one of a number of predefined structures. When MC 
performs the Eci construction it determines the structure 
according the presence or not of some special HBEs. 

The Ece is generated as a multi-layered structure where the 
lower layer is created by a sort of association of the Eci-layer 
elements. The type of structure and the content of the Eci itself 
determine the nature of this association. The upper-layers are 
produced as a progressive factoring out of Eci elements. 

The actual algorithm for MC and MA can change 
automatically. The way this is performed will be detailed in the 
next section.  
 

C Updating process 
To update information is not always an easy task in the 

web. For the metadata derived from this updated data, the 
consequence is the immediate obsolescence. Updating an EC 
data should be activated by any change in the original WWW.  

In this proposal there is a kind of regulation mechanism 
for the Virtual Structure layer. This mechanism is implemented 
by the following main components (Fig.  4): 

-A set of Thresholds: 
 

 
Fig.  2. MC process HBE inputted and generates sets of Eci. Afterwards 

MA makes a set of Ece. 

 
Fig.  3. Translation from any language to an internal language 

 

 
Fig.  4. The updating mechanism. 

These thresholds are three and have correspondence with 
the three levels of processing within EC. The first one is 
labeled Oeci and is related to the Eci sub layer. There is a Oece 
related to the Ece sub layer and finally there is an O related to 
the global Virtual Structure layer as a whole. 

-A set of metric functions (fm): 
The functions fm (for the name in Spanish Función de 

Medición, Metric Function in English) state a one-to-one 
relation with the thresholds O, Oeci and Oece. Therefore there are 
three of such functions: fm

S, fm
Eci, fm

Ece. They return a numerical 
magnitude of the relevance of changing the portion of EC that 
is being revisited. This relevance is some kind of distance 
between the actual configuration and the corresponding 
threshold that estimates if EC is the best to reflect the data in 
WWW.  

-A metric functions generator (MM): 
As EC works, the actual fm evaluates a sort of distance 

between the Eci and the actual Oeci. The metric function 
generator can change the way it makes the evaluation. This 
change will take place when a controller system finds: 

P(| fm
Eci(Oeci, Eci)| > d) ,   ( 1) 

If this probability is high enough, then a new suitable fm
Eci 

function is generated. 
-A set of effect-functions and its generator engine (GM): 

This set composes the MA and MC functions. Part of the 
selected subset will constitute the set of temporary abilities for 
them. These sets of functions are supposed to perform the best 
suitable activity at that moment. Thus the Eci and Ece processing 
will change following the actual Threshold values. This set of 
functions is the core of the activity. The GM engine (for the 
name in Spanish Generador de Métricas, Metric generator 
Engine in English) makes any change in this set. Such a change 
could be a deletion, a factoring-out or a modification of any 
component of the actual set. 
For MC:  these functions could be learned HBE rules to 
consider the probability of certain type of structures and rules 
for reducing, classifying and sorting a stream. For instance, a 
set can state that if the HBE1 is present in the stream then the 
structure should be of type 12. But if the HBE500 is also 
present, then the structure should be of type 5. Let us say the 
stream is: 

HBE2 HBE1 HBE67 HBE20 
Let us say also the structure of type 12 requires each of the 
following HBE following it to be structured as shown in Fig.  
5. 



For MA: These functions could be a set of learned rules for Ece 
generations. For instance they could establish that two identical 
HBEs in different Ecis can be linked as shown in Fig.  6. 

-A Controller System (SC): 
The SC (for the name in Spanish Sistema Controlador, 
Controller System in English) is a kind of controller that 
evaluates P(| fm

Eci(Oeci, Eci)| > d) and fires the GM if it is true. It 
has also the ability to change one o more thresholds, depending 
on the range of fm

Eci. 
When automatic updating is fired, the specific fm states if it 

makes sense to update any portion of EC (it could affect one o 
more Eci). The updating of one or more Eci cascades up to Ece 
structures. The same could happen if one o more Ece should be 
updated. 
 

D Internal Structure as interface  
To enable the construction of the Eci and Ece, this layer 

should solve at least the following problems: 
-Translation of text numbers and symbols. 
-Avoid translation of less significant words, symbols, etc. 
-Consider some kind of special internal word for reflecting the 
structure of the web as extra information. Cases of such data 
are: links, hyperlinks, sound, images, etc. 
-Consider some kind of processing and later translation of main 
characteristic for images, sound and video. 
-Consider a good translation for ambiguities, contradictions 
and missing information so as not to miss them as they are 
considered here as information too. 

Finally, note that one o more HBE would represent one o 
more real world objects. There is no difference in the 
processing of abstract and concrete objects. The representation 
problems are solved with the traditional language artifacts.  
 

E Visual Structure 
The visual structure should be able to search and/or 

browse the layered Ece structure for information. The 
preservation of the references to the actual Web should provide 
the facility to work on the Web directly if it is needed or 
desired. 

The set of fm and fe should select prominent data to be 
promoted as HBE within upper Ece layers. Less important data 
should be part of the Eci level. 

 
Fig.  5. A visual structuring of  a stream. 

 
Fig.  6. Two Ecis with identical HBE 

As stated before, the visual structure should not have any 
further restriction if the resulting EC meets the expectations. 

IV PRELIMINARY TESTING  

To find out the possibility of processing Ecis as one of the 
complementary alternatives for key wording a poll has been 
made in Buenos Aires (Argentina), in the Universidad de 
Palermo, and in a private clinic. All the volunteers were native 
Argentine,  Spanish speakers.  

A questionnaire with six items had to be answered by 44 
volunteers. The items were grouped in two subjects: 
 
a) The four initial questions were related to a decease called 
lymphedema, which has the special characteristic of requiring a 
long medical treatment.  Therefore, patients with this decease 
usually acquire a pretty good understanding of the lingo and 
learn some of its related medical information.  
Afterwards, the polling was developed with three main groups 
of volunteers: 
-Patients  
-Health professionals with deep knowledge of the decease 
-Other (mainly informatics students, for better evaluation of 
part of the test) 
An Eci was written instead of a text titled Normas de 
prevención de linfedemas (lymphedema prevention). The 
Original text was never included in the form. Therefore the 
only extra information was the Eci. It is important to note that 
the related processing for the Eci is not an optimal one, instead 
it is the result of a first analysis to approximate this analysis. 
 
b) The two lasting questions were about a topic related to laws. 
As none of the volunteers had proved to have knowledge of 
this subject, it was selected to test how good could the 
inference mechanism be with a few words. These few words 
were the top level words (the pointer-words) from an Eci made 
with an original lawyer’s text.  
Following are some of the results obtained. 
 
A Performance of the keyword selecting vs. noun selecting 

The volunteers were showed   a drawing of one Eci and 
then asked to write three questions they would like to answer 
with the original text hidden. They were also asked to write a 
set of single words to replace each of the questions written 
before. 

To make measurable the relation between writing question 
efficiency and the key wording, a special processing was done 
for the questions: the nouns were counted as keywords. In case 
of ambiguity, the word was also processed as a noun.  
Afterwards the number of matches between nouns and Eci 
words were counted. The results were compared with the 
number of keyword that matched the Eci words. 

The Table 1 shows the general data analysis for each set of 
the noun matches (nm) and keyword matches (km). The 
Skewness is almost zero showing the typical Normal 
distribution symmetry around the Mean value. But the negative 
Kurtosis value denotes a tendency to flat the distribution. 

It could be said that the Mean number of matches is higher 
for nm approach even considering its worse nm value (Mean – 
Confidence Level) against the best km value (Mean + 
Confidence Level) with a probability of 0.95. 



This tendency is sustained by the Median and Mode 
values. Conversely, the Standard error, Standard Deviation 
(and of course the Sample Variance) although comparable, are 
higher for nm. It should be studied if this deviation could be 
lowered by improving the algorithmic behind the Eci 
construction, probably by studying deeply the best set of rules 
to be applied to words. In the following section some results 
will be shown, that could be thought as part of this analysis as 
well.  
 
B Performance of keyword and nouns by knowledge 

The same performance comparison as the previous section 
was performed for each of the three main subsets of the 
population (see Table 2, Table 3, Table 4).  
The Mean value for all the sets is always high for nm. This 
indicates that the average number of matches is higher in all 
the cases. The same happens with the Median and Mode 
values.   

As a counterpart, the standard error is higher for nm, but 
the difference narrows as the Count value increases (the 
number of individuals in the set). This could be the side effect 
of a small population and should be studied with larger sets to 
confirm or not the tendency. The Sample Variance (and of 
course its square root, the Standard Deviation) also presents a 
behavior similar to the Standard Error. 

But in this case the corresponding values in the Table 4 are 
definitely lower for nm samples. 
From the Confidence Level (set as 95.0 %) that for the first set 
worse value  (Mean - CL) for nm is higher than the better value 
for the km (Mean + CL). For the other two sets these values 
have a small overlap. 
 
 

TABLE 1 
NM VS KM DATA ANALYSIS 

 
 

TABLE 2 
DATA ANALYSIS FOR THE PATIENT SET 

 
 

 
TABLE 3 

DATA ANALYSIS FOR THE PROFESSIONALS SET 

 
 
 

Finally, from the Kurtosis and Skewness the population 
behavior is almost a normal distribution. This is not true for the 
set in Table 3, perhaps due to the fewer number of samples. 

Conclusion: for patients with some knowledge of the topic 
it has a notable better performance from nm than trying to 
select a keyword. This is true also for the people with no 
knowledge in the subject but with less difference with the km. 
The km sustains its performance in all three sets, but always 
below the nm alternative. 
 
C Performance of keyword and nouns by web searching 

skills 
It was studied from two perspectives: web skills and 

occupation. The web skill was measured by the quantity of web 
navigation hours per week. The Table 5 shows the average 
match for each nm and km alternatives.  

Note that each peak in nm corresponds to a decrease in 
km. Conversely, peaks in km correspond to drops in nm.  This 
behavior should be further studied to determine if it is a 
markable trend. According to this, there is no evident benefit in 
having more training in the web. The average value for people 
spending 31 to 50 hours in the web is almost the same as the 
value for people spending between  11 to 20 hours in the web. 
This trend is sustained in the km alternative.  

Other external influence when trying to query the web 
could be the previous knowledge of the user in informatics. It 
could be thought as other kind of skill. The results apparently 
confirm this conjecture. Table 6 shows the frequency of nouns 
and keywords that match with the Eci content. Leyend  “S” 
denotes informatics experience. 
 

TABLE 4 
DATA ANALYSIS FOR “THE OTHER” SET 

 



 
 

TABLE 5 
WEB SKILL INCIDENCE 

 
TABLE 6 

MATCHING FREQUENCY FOR NM AND KM 

 
As can be observed from both alternatives (volunteers with 

informatics knowledge are half of the total samples), there is a 
similar number of positive matching but a small improvement 
is obtained for nm in the low scoring range. These results 
should be confirmed with a larger sample size. 

Conclusion: there is a complementary behavior in the 
matching performance for the two approaches. Navigation 
training has no high evident incidence in the matching score.  
  
D Representativeness of Eci information 

To evaluate the how the Eci represents the original content, 
the 44 volunteers were asked to guess a title for a hypothesized 
text represented by the Eci structure. The Table 7 shows that 
almost all the guesses were correct. They were also asked to 
write down three questions that could be answered with the 
information in the hypothesized text. 

In Table 8 the numbers show a good prediction for the 
three questions denoted as Q1, Q2, Q3. Note that these 
questions and title were correct even for those people who did 
not know about the subject. 
Conclusion: the Eci is a good content representation of the 
original text. 
 
E Representativeness of pointer-words  

As stated earlier some of the words in the Eci are denoted 
specially by the rules. It is expected that these words (named 
here as pointer-words) have a strong influence in the Eci 
representativeness. These special words had also been tested. A 
new set of Ecis were developed from a completely new html 
page. 

TABLE 7 
TITLE PREDICTABLY 

 
TABLE 8 

TOPIC PREDICTABLY 

 

  
To assure null previous knowledge for all the volunteers, the 
subject was a new law regulation and its social consequences. 
Six pointer words were deduced. The polling form asked to 
guess three titles for this text using these words as the only 
knowledge about it. 

Table 9 denotes that even with these few words, 
represented here as the column labeled with t1, the main title 
had a good chance of being correctly guessed. It is interesting 
to see that the first guessing was always the best one, since the 
other two titles have a lower probability to be correct.  

To evaluate the convenience of adding location 
information, the same question was repeated after giving the 
domain of the page. Table 10 shows that it could serve as 
disambiguation information.  

Conclusion: pointer words could be useful as text 
representation. Therefore they could be a kind of reduced index 
for the Eci . The Eci also could be a kind of index to the original 
text. These results should be studied for larger samples for a 
better verification. 

V CONCLUSIONS 

A data treatment approach that relies on the concept that 
the data can be reduced losing and reordering data was 
presented. For this treatment a morphosyntactical structure was 
created. This structure is not designed to handle semantics 
directly but,  the syntax and morphology of the language: 
-Eci represents a good representation of keyworking. 
-Eci performs well for  people indepently of their knowledge 
on the specific subject 
-Eci performs well for  people indepently of their informatic 
knowkedge. 
-Navigation training has no high evident incidence in the 
matching score. 
-The Eci is a good content representation of the original text. 
-Pointer words could be useful as textreduced index for the Eci. 
-The Eci structure could be a kind of representation of the 
original text. 

Remark: Virtual Structure is not a visual structure. Any 
figure or visual representation in this paper is for better 
illustration of the proposal. 

VI FUTURE WORK 

There is a set of pending topics to be studied detailed: 
-An implementation of an automatic adaptation to the dynamic 
structure and content of the data in the Web. 
-The best selection of the words and the rules. 
-The internal language, to overcome specific language 
problems (ambiguities, missing data, contradictions, etc.)   
-A good design for the Visual Structure should be defined. 
-A suitable treatment for multimedia data. This data should 
qualify for processing by EC defined components. 
-Algorithmic and performance aspects.  
-Algorithmic alternatives for generation and refinement of fm 
and fe functions. 
-Extension of the HBE translation for special symbols. 
-Extension to other languages.  
-Performance and evolution of EC components with different 
languages. 



 
 

TABLE 9 
PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT GUESSES FOR THE TITLE 

 
TABLE 10 

PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT GUESSES FOR THE TITLE AFTER URL INFORMATION 

 
  
-Consider avoiding the hypothesis that states: Each document 
in the WWW is a kind of conceptual unit.  
-Consider avoiding the hypothesis: There are unlimited 
resources to process. 
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